


Remember to start by 
logging into your GDOE 

student account.

Remember to check your 
GDOE email and Google 

Classroom daily.

Remember to follow the 
guidelines stated in the 

online contract. 



Science
Math

Join the different classes you have 
been invited to by clicking “JOIN.” 
You can also join through an email 
invitation.

Another way to join 
a Google Classroom 
is by clicking on this 
+ sign and entering 
a code you may 
have been given by 
a teacher.

Once you have joined your classes, you can 
enter them by clicking on the name of the 
class or on the colorful header.



“VIEW ASSIGNMENT” 
will bring you to the 
instructions and your 
personal copy of the 
assignment to work 
on 



Click on this to start 
working on your copy  
of the assignment.

Resources like websites, images, text, 
or videos may be provided for you to 
use to complete your assignment

A rubric (grading tool) 
may be provided to show 
you how you will be 
graded. This is a good 
tool to help you reach 
your target score.

XXXXXXXXXXXX



Click here if you want to add
a file to the
assignment.(images, links, 
documents, etc.) Then 
always remember to “TURN 
IN” your assignment.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXX



The tool bar is where you can “INSERT” shapes, text boxes, images, and other things. 
You can also control your font size, shape, color, and spacing. If you find that part of 
your tool bar is not visible, try clicking on the little upside-down v at the end of the tool 
bar to show the menu.

When you are 
done with a 
Google Doc 
assignment, 
remember to click 
on “TURN IN”

XXXXXXXXXX



Remember that if you accidentally 
submit an assignment before it is 
complete, you can “UNSUBMIT” 
and the “TURN IN” again after you 
have completed it.

Comments typed in 
“PRIVATE COMMENTS” 
will be seen only by the 
teacher. Comments
typed in “CLASS 
COMMENTS” can be 
seen by the entire 
class.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX



Remember to check your 
email and Google 
Classrooms daily.

Stay ahead of your 
assignments but late 

assignments should still be 
turned in.

Contact your teachers if you 
have any questions or 

concerns. (Email, Google 
Classroom private 
comments, Google 

Classroom class comments)


